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Minolta Co., Ltd. (ãƒŸãƒŽãƒ«ã‚¿, Minoruta) was a Japanese manufacturer of cameras, camera accessories,
photocopiers, fax machines, and laser printers. Minolta was founded in Osaka, Japan, in 1928 as Nichi-Doku
Shashinki ShÅ•ten (æ—¥ç‹¬å†™çœŸæ©Ÿå•†åº—, meaning Japanese-German camera shop).It is perhaps
best known for making the first integrated autofocus 35mm SLR camera system.
Minolta - Wikipedia
Testimonial # 6852 of 12807 (View all the 12807 testimonials) "First of all, I was very pleased to be able to
find the documentation for the obscure radio that I have. Then, the transaction was fast and easy.
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